This article considers linear relations between the non-trivial zeroes of the Riemann zeta-function. The main application is an alternative disproof to Mertens' conjecture by showing that lim sup x→∞ M (x)x −1/2 ≥ 1.6383, and lim infx→∞ M (x)x −1/2 ≤ −1.6383.
Introduction and Results
It is not known whether any non-trivial zeroes of the zeta-function are linearly dependent over the rationals. That is, no one has found an N ≥ 1 and integers c 1 , . . . , c N , not all zero, for which where ρ n = β n + iγ n is the nth non-trivial zero of ζ(s). It seems that Ingham [9] was the first to consider (1.1). His paper concerned, inter alia, Mertens' conjecture that M (x) = n≤x µ(n) ≤ x 1 2 , where µ(n) is the Möbius function. Ingham showed that Mertens' conjecture implies that there are infinitely many linear dependencies as given in (1.1). Since there seems to be no intrinsic reason why (1.1) should be true, Ingham expressed doubts about Mertens' conjecture. Indeed, Mertens' conjecture was shown to be false by Odlyzko and te Riele in [12] .
Ingham's result is 'doubly infinite': there are infinitely many choices for the c n and infinitely many N . Bateman et al. [2] proved a 'singly infinite' result: Mertens' conjecture implies that there are infinitely many sums of the type (1.1) in which the c n are integers, not all zero, |c n | ≤ 2, and at most one c n = ±2. Furthermore, they considered all of these permissible sums for 1 ≤ N ≤ 20 and showed that no linear dependencies exist. We extend their table in Appendix A.
The contrapositive to the statement given by Bateman et al. is an interesting one: if there is no relation of the type (1.1) for |c n | ≤ 2, then Mertens' conjecture is false. This singly infinite result was reduced to a finite result with the work of Grosswald [6] . Following Grosswald, we are able to prove the following Theorem 1. This improves on the result of Kotnik and te Riele [10] who showed that lim sup x→∞ M (x)x −1/2 ≥ 1.218 and lim inf x→∞ M (x)x −1/2 ≤ −1.229. An added feature to the approach in this paper is that the bounds given in Theorem 1 for the lim sup and the lim inf are equal.
Outline
Suppose g(x) is a piecewise-continuous real function that is bounded on finite intervals. Suppose also that
originally absolutely convergent for σ > σ a , say, can be continued analytically to σ = σ 0 . Moreover, assume that one can write the principal part of G(s) as
where H(s) is analytic for s = σ 0 + it, where |t| < T . Here, γ is an element of some finite set of numbers 0 < |γ| < T . Ingham [9, Thm 1] proved 1 that for any T > 0 and any
To exhibit large negative values of lim inf x→∞ g(x)
x σ 0 , for example, one hopes to align the arguments of the complex terms x iγ 0 so that they all pull in the 1 Ingham actually proved a slightly different version from that given above -see [7] and [1, p. 86] for details. same direction. If the numbers γ are independent one can achieve this using Kronecker's theorem.
Grosswald's idea is to extract some partial information by weakening the hypothesis that the γs are linearly independent. This weaker version of linear independence has also been considered by Anderson and Stark [1] and Diamond [5] . The following version is that given in [1] .
Let T > 0, and let Γ denote a set of positive numbers. Define Γ as a subset of Γ such that every γ ∈ Γ lies in the range 0 < γ < T . Finally, let {N γ } be a set of positive integers defined for γ ∈ Γ .
implies that all c γ = 0 and for any γ
implies that γ * ∈ Γ , that c γ * = 1, and that all other c γ = 0.
With this definition, it is possible to prove the following diluted version of (2.3).
Theorem 2 (Anderson and Stark). If the elements of
Γ are {N γ }-independent in Γ ∩ [0, T ], then lim inf x→∞ g(x) x σ0 ≤ r 0 − γ∈Γ 2N γ N γ + 1 |r γ | 1 − γ T (2.6) and lim sup x→∞ g(x) x σ0 ≥ r 0 + γ∈Γ 2N γ N γ + 1 |r γ | 1 − γ T . (2.7)
Mertens' Conjecture
Ingham [9, pp. 318-319] gave a proof of the classical result that
follows if either the Riemann hypothesis is false or not all the zeroes are simple. Henceforth we assume the Riemann hypothesis and the simplicity of the zeroes. In (2.1), take g(x) = M (x) and so σ 0 = 
Computation
Previous disproofs of Mertens' conjecture have utilized the basis reduction algorithm first described by Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovász in [11] , called LLLreduction. We also employ the use of this robust algorithm, but in a different way. In order to explain our process, we shall first provide the algorithm so that it may be used as a road map while reading this section. Although we will be directing our attention at zeroes, all of these processes work with any set of real numbers. We will also assume that all N γn s are equal, and we denote their value by N γ .
Algorithm 1
Returns an appropriate value for N γ that satisfies the conditions laid out in (2.4) and (2.5).
2. Compute all zeroes, γ, such that 0 < γ ≤ T to at least k decimal digits of precision.
3. Sort the elements of Γ ∩ [0, T ] using ≺ in (3.1). Label the heaviest element γ 1 , the next heaviest element γ 2 , . . . , and the least heavy element γ m .
5. Let L 0 be the reduced lattice basis obtained by running L(K; Γ ) through LLL-reduction.
6. Apply Lemma 3 along with the contrapositive of Lemma 1 to L 0 to get a candidate for N γ .
7. For all n < t ≤ m, let L t be the reduced lattice basis obtained from running L (K; Γ ∪ {γ t }) through LLL-reduction.
8. Apply Lemma 3 with the contrapositive of Lemma 2 to every L t to get m − n additional candidates for N γ .
9. Set N γ to be the minimum of all of the candidates for N γ that were computed in steps 6 and 8.
Note that by taking the minimum of all candidate values of N γ , step 6 ensures that (2.4) will be satisified. Moreover, step 6 ensures that (2.5) will be satisfied when we consider γ * ∈ Γ and step 8 ensures that (2.5) will be satisfied when we consider γ * ∈ Γ .
Finer Details
is the lattice generated by the following vectors
Our main result is centred around the following lattice since any vector in L(K; S) will be of the form:
with |α i | ≤ N γ + 1 with at most one i such that |α i | = N γ + 1. S is said to be weakly N γ -independent if it is not weakly N γ -dependent.
We wish to alert the reader to the potential confusion between {N γ }-independent (from Definition 1) and N γ -independent (from Definition 3).
Proof. Consider the following vector v ∈ L(K; S),
The assumptions of the lemma show
since α 1 γ 1 + · · · + α n γ n = 0. Upon using the upper bounds on |α i | and the fact that |γ i − γ i | < K −1 , it follows that
whence the lemma follows.
Similarly, to account for the remaining zeroes, viz. γ * / ∈ Γ , we use
Proof. The proof follows that of Lemma 1; for each i, we have |α i | ≤ N γ .
Note that in both lemmas above, the bounds are independent of our choice of K. The following lemma is true of all lattices.
We define {b 1 , · · · , b n } and {β t,1 , · · · , β t,n , β t,t } to be a basis for each lattice, respectively. The elements of Γ are
Proof. We have two conditions to check. The first, (2.4), is taken as a direct consequence of Lemma 3 and the contrapositive of Lemma 1. (2.5) must be broken up into two separate parts. If γ * ∈ Γ , then we may apply the contrapositive of Lemma 1 again. However, if γ ∈ Γ , then we must use the contrapositive of Lemma 2.
Therefore, given a basis for our lattice, we may determine a lower bound for N γ . Note that we do not care which basis of the lattice we choose. At first glance, one may expect to take the basis given in Definition 2. However, if one attempts to perform the Gram-Schmidt on this basis, the vectors will be extremely short. It should only take a minute to convince the enthralled reader that even |b * 2 | is relatively small. For this reason, we must find alternative bases for each lattice. Since there are many bases from which to choose we apply the LLL-reduction algorithm to find a nearly orthogonal basis for each lattice. By doing this, we will increase the length of the vectors obtained through the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process.
By definition of LLL-reduction, once the basis is reduced via LLL-reduction, it is guaranteed that
for all permissible p. These values are immensely important in our computation, since they give explicit information regarding the length of the shortest vector in the lattice. When computing the LLL-reduction, we tested several values of δ and k to determine whether there was a significant difference in the choices. It turns out that the choice of δ is far less important than the choice of k.
We refer the reader to [4, Ch. 2] for a closer look at LLL-reduction, including basically the same set up of vectors to determine the linear dependence of a set of numbers. We chose K = 10 k for some positive k: the γ i s are simply γ i s accurate to k decimal places (and then truncated). We used GP/Pari and Sage's functions that compute the zeroes. The programs were run independently, and we verified the zeroes using the intermediate value theorem on the Riemann ξ-function.
An improved kernel
In Theorem 2, Anderson and Stark follow Ingham and use the Féjer kernel
to truncate the relevant sums. A permissible function for such an endeavour is one which has a non-negative Fourier transform and is supported on [−T, T ], and which is 'close' to unity in a neighbourhood about t = 0. The last condition ensures that the contributions of the lower-lying zeroes are maximised. We use the function
which is used by Odlyzko and te Riele in [12] -for a discussion about the origin of this function see [12, §4.1].
Sorting the zeroes
Though the indices mentioned above may suggest that we must use the first n zeroes as Γ , this is not the case. Since we want to maximize equation (2.9), we shall sort the zeroes based on the ordering ≺ defined as follows
We shall say that γ i is heavier than γ j if γ i ≺ γ j . For small values of i, sorting via ≺ does not seem to affect the order very much. However, as T increases, the zeroes become scrambled.
Results
For our computation, we applied the main algorithm with k = 9000, n = 500 and T ≈ γ 2001 − , where γ 2001 is the 2001st smallest zero. For the steps of the algorithm which required LLL-reduction, we used the standard δ = Step 6 of the algorithm gave a candidate value for N γ of 794948. When running the remaining 1500 zeroes through step 8, we find that the minimum candidate for N γ is 4976. Thus, we arrive at the following Theorem 4. Let Γ be the heaviest 500 zeroes with T = γ 2001 − . Then the elements of Γ are {N γ }-independent, where all N γ s are 4976.
Improvements
Naturally, one should like to choose Γ to have as many entries as possible and K to be as large as possible to improve on the bounds in Theorem 1. Unfortunately, the time taken to run each LLL-reduction is O(n 6 log 3 K) = O(n 6 k 3 ), so either one of these choices may result in a quick computational explosion.
If we enlarge n without changing K, the value of N γ is likely to decrease dramatically. Our experiments have shown that the value of N γ tends to drop to zero eventually as n increases. On the flip-side, increasing the value of K when the value of N γ is already large is relatively fruitless, as an increase of K can only increase N γ and the 2Nγ Nγ +1 term is already close to 2. One might also suggest taking a larger value of T , re-sorting the zeroes and computing the corresponding N γ . This seems to be the best possibility. By re-sorting the zeroes for each pair of n and T , one has the optimal solution (provided the values of N γ remains large). However, if one wishes to roll the dice with different values of n and T , one must do most of each computation from scratch. The first part of this recalculation can be cut down dramatically by storing specific intermediate results of the LLL-reduction and starting the reduction part way through. The second part of the recalculation, however, must be completely redone each time a new set of zeroes is selected.
Say we fix n and we wish to send T → ∞, sorting the zeroes once again for each selection of T . In order for a high zero to have a large contribution, its derivative must be small. However, in [8] , it is stated that small values of |ζ ( 1 2 + iγ)|, about 0.002, do not appear until |γ| ≈ 10 22 , meaning that their contribution to the sum will be minuscule. Thus, once T is raised past a reasonable height it is unlikely that the first n sorted zeroes will change. Figure 1 shows the relationship between n and T with resorting of the zeroes. The chart assumes that 2Nγ Nγ +1 ≈ 2, which is a fair assumption if one believes that the zeroes are indeed linearly independent. Of special note, sorting the initial 9000 zeroes and taking the best 1000 in sorted order gives the first glimpse at improving Theorem 1 by replacing 1.6383 with 2.
To avoid the recomputation stated above, one may wish simply to increase the value of T without resorting the zeroes. Unfortunately all this will accomplish is making the kernel closer to 1, meaning we will eventually hit a ceiling. For illustrative purposes, Figure 2 shows the value Theorem 1 could obtain if one were to raise the value of T (assuming that the value of N γ stays large). It uses the first 300 zeroes in sorted order (sorted using T = γ 2001 − ), but T varies. We also include the values that the Féjer kernel would produce. It is clear that the improved kernel approaches the maximal value quicker than the Féjer kernel. To obtain values within 0.01 of the optimal value, the Féjer kernel needs to check a total of 30398 zeroes, while the improved kernel only needs to check 6224 zeroes. When a higher precision is needed, the gap widens immensely: to obtain values within 0.001 of the optimal value, the Féjer kernel and the improved kernel need to check 399444 and 24043 zeroes, respectively.
There is also a trade-off when determining which value to take for δ in the LLL-reduction. As we took more zeroes, the differences really started to shine through. Taking larger values of δ yielded a slower program, but one that gave a much better value for N γ . On the other hand, taking a smaller value of δ sped up the program, but gave much smaller values for N γ .
Finally, we have assumed that each of the N γ s be the same. This is not necessary for our method to work. The bound in Lemma 1 may be rewritten as
A similar bound may be drawn up for Lemma 2. These bounds, however, are only useful when the resulting value of N γ from Theorem 3 is relatively small. The horizontal line is the maximum attainable value for this set of zeroes.
Other theorems
In [6] , two other important number-theoretic results are reproved on the condition that certain combinations of zeroes are linearly independent. Indeed, in [6] , Theorem 1 gives us that π(x) − li(x) changes sign infinitely often provided that the first 30 zeroes are 5-independent; Theorem 2 shows that the functions associated with conjectures of Pólya and Turán, respectively
where λ(n) is the Liouville function, change sign infinitely often provided that the first 13 zeroes are 16-independent. The data provided in Table 2 are more than enough to provide new proofs of these results.
A m-Independence Table 1 gives the smallest sum (in absolute value) of the first N zeroes of the zeta-function using coefficients |c n | ≤ 1. We have checked all permissible sums up to N = 41. The first 20 zeroes were checked in [2, Table I ], labelled as Type (A). They also provide a probabilistic value for the minimum value of such a sum, which we also include below.
To avoid a lengthy column of γs to show the smallest linear combination, we encode the sums by an ordered pair of integers. If you write each integer in terms of its binary representation, a 1 in the ith least significant bit implies that γ i is in the sum. The ith least significant bit being a 1 in the first (resp. second) coordinate gives us a positive (resp. negative) coefficient. For example, (5, 24) represents the sum γ 1 + γ 3 − γ 4 − γ 5 . Table 2 gives us new lower bounds on the m-independence of the first n zeroes of the zeta-function. By m-independence here, we mean that all non-trivial linear combinations of the first n zeroes are nonzero assuming the coefficients are no more than m in absolute value. This was computed using the same method as above, but keeping the zeroes in cardinal order. We include full results for the first 20 zeroes, and then only specific entries past there. Note that if k is not included in the table, any bound for the first n > k zeroes also gives a lower bound for the first k zeroes. Table 2 : The first n zeroes of the zeta-function are m-independent n m n m
